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• Technical and technological feasibility of the route: the feasibility study should show that 

technical state of infrastructure meets the international standards requirements, and will 

provide pass of the planned cargo volumes.

•Economic assessment of the route: 

to confirm the route effectiveness by financial and economic calculations. 

 Investment attractiveness of the transit route. The possibility of 

attracting investors and programs of public-private partnership.

 Safety of the transit route. It is implied that the country or countries 

admitting a transit route through their territory are able to provide safety and security of

cargo and vehicles

 Political and social situation, i.e. there are no political problems and social 

tension between the neighboring countries and on the territory of the route.

During formation and economic evaluation of a transit route it is necessary

to be guided by the following main specific

indicators and criteria: 



The goal of any route is to create maximum route attractiveness, minimize 

costs and still get the maximum benefit and profit. 

In assessing the route other factors should also be considered:

Cargo travel 
time

Extension of 
the route

Number of 
international 

joints

Other 
technical 

factors



2. Route Uzbekistan – Turkmenistan – Iran - Afghanistan

1. Route Uzbekistan – Afghanistan – Pakistan

3. Route Kyrgyzstan – Tadzhikistan – Afghanistan – Pakistan 

4. Route Caspian Sea – Iran

5. Route Turkmenistan – Iran - Afghanistan

Possible transit routes for Kazakhstan 

to Persian Gulf countries and Afghanistan: 



1. ROUTE UZBEKISTAN –

AFGHANISTAN - PAKISTAN

«+» 
-sequential land transportation;

-relatively acceptable length and 

predictability

«-»
-intersection of three interstate border 

crossings; 

-political unresolved issues between 

Afghanistan and Pakistan do not provide 

safe transportation of cargo and vehicle. 

-underdeveloped transport infrastructure 

and other socio - economic problems, the 

solution of which will result in stable and 

attractive route.











2. ROUTE UZBEKISTAN –

TURKMENISTAN - IRAN

- sufficiently developed transport infrastructure;

- acceptable length;

- predictability;

- safety of transportation.

«+»













3. ROUTE KYRGYZSTAN - TADZHIKISTAN-

AFGHANISTAN - PAKISTAN

The route is complicated. There are technical and technological risks 

and limitations associated with the intersection of territories of 4 

countries, and long distance.



4. ROUTE CASPIAN SEA - IRAN

«+» 
- short distance;

- relatively low tariff;

- predictability

«-»
- crossing and technical capacity of 

Aktau port and terminal is insufficient to 

transport large volumes of bulk cargo 

such as grain and flour. 

In addition, the port is focused on 

transportation of oil as a priority and 

the most profitable cargo. 









5. ROUTE TURKMENISTAN - IRAN - AFGHANISTAN

• Construction of a new railway in Turkmenistan for transportation to Iran via Inche Bouroon

Terminal . 

• Gorgan - Meskhed - Tehran railroad is not ready to function at 100%, so the most effective one is 

Saraks transition  which has sufficient capacity and developed infrastructure. 













It can be concluded that this route is short, low-cost, safe, and consistent with well-

developed infrastructure and it can be considered as effective enough. 



Thank you for attention!
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